REDCOATS AND REBELS: THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
THROUGH BRITISH EYES

This free ebook about redcoats and rebels: the american revolution through british eyes
by christopher hibbert the story of this war has usually been told in terms of a conflict
between blundering british generals and their rigidly disciplined red-coated troops on
the one side and heroic american patriots in their homespun shirts and coonskin caps on
the other. in this fresh, compelling narrative, christopher hibbert portrays the realities of
a war that raged the length of an entir the story of this war has usually been told in terms
of a conflict between blundering british generals and their rigidly disciplined red-coated
troops on the one side and heroic american patriots in their homespun shirts and
coonskin caps on the other. in this fresh, compelling narrative, christopher hibbert
portrays the realities of a war that raged the length of an entire continent—a war that
thousands of george washington's fellow countrymen condemned and that he came
close to losing. based on a wide variety of sources and alive with astute character
sketches and eyewitness accounts, redcoats and rebels presents a vivid and convincing
picture of the "cruel, accursed" war that changed the world forever. 16 pages of

illustrations. "hibbert combines impeccable scholarship with a liveliness of style that
lures the reader from page to page."—sunday telegraph ...more
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THE ROYAL ROAD TO ROMANCE: AMERICAN'S MOST DASHING
ADVENTURER EXPLORES 1920S INDIA (ADVENTURE TRAVEL
CLASSICS)
he was the most dashing, handsome adventure travel writer america ever had!
during the roaring 1920s and 30s richard halliburton crossed the world like a
whirlwind, all the while risking his life by performing stunts during the course of
his travels like diving into the accursed mayan well of death, not once but twice.
he was welcomed by royalty, lived on devil's island, a he was the most dashing,
handsome adventure travel writer america ever had! during the roaring 1920s and
30s richard halliburton crossed the world like a whirlwind, all the while risking
his life by performing stunts during the course of his travels like diving into the
accursed mayan well of death, not once but twice. he was welcomed by royalty,
Readable/Downloadable
lived on devil's island, and enlisted in the foreign legion. born in the usa,
halliburton called the world his home. "the royal road to romance was
halliburton's first book and doesn t include a dull page. it details how the young
princeton university student cast aside any notions of a serious career, choosing
instead to visit a vast array of countries from england to japan. during the course
of these travels he undertook every sort of madcap adventure that he could find,
including swimming the famed hellespont, exploring the jungles of india, and
becoming the first foreigner to astonish japan by climb snow-covered mount
fujiyama in midwinter. "let those who wish have their respectability - i wanted the
freedom to search the farthermost corners of the earth for the beautiful, the joyous
and the romantic," he wrote. this is the exciting, and charming, story of how this
famed traveler found all those dreams, and more. ...more

THE ENEMY WITHIN: THE INSIDE STORY OF EDDIE ROUTH, THE
MAN ACCUSED OF KILLING LEGENDARY &QUOT;AMERICAN
SNIPER&QUOT; CHRIS KYLE
in this compelling e-book single, journalist laura beil tells the tragic inside story
of eddie routh, the iraq war veteran and ptsd patient charged with killing american
sniper author and legendary navy seal chris kyle and another man at a remote
shooting range in texas in 2013.kyle was considered the most lethal sniper in
american military history, a reputation that earne in this compelling e-book single,
journalist laura beil tells the tragic inside story of eddie routh, the iraq war veteran
and ptsd patient charged with killing american sniper author and legendary navy
seal chris kyle and another man at a remote shooting range in texas in 2013.kyle
was considered the most lethal sniper in american military history, a reputation
Readable/Downloadable
that earned him the name "the devil of ramadi" during his tours of duty in iraq. his
story became a new york times bestselling autobiography. following his military
career, kyle attempted to give back by counseling troubled veterans. this was the
intention that brought kyle, his friend chad littlefield and routh together with
firearms in early february 2013.in exclusive interviews with the routh family and
others conducted prior to a texas judge's gag order issued in july 2013, beil pieces
together routh's history of mental illness as he moved through a veterans health
administration system struggling to meet demand for post traumatic stress
disorder care brought on in part by by a decade of war. the enemy within is a
reexamination of a hero's tragic death and the life of a troubled young marine.
...more
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CHILDREN OF JIHAD: A YOUNG AMERICAN'S TRAVELS AMONG
THE YOUTH OF THE MIDDLE EAST
defying foreign government orders and interviewing terrorists face to face, a
young american tours hostile lands to learn about middle eastern youth—and
uncovers a subculture that defies every stereotype. classrooms were never
sufficient for jared cohen; he wanted to learn about global affairs by witnessing
them firsthand. during his undergraduate years cohen travelled ex defying foreign
government orders and interviewing terrorists face to face, a young american tours
hostile lands to learn about middle eastern youth—and uncovers a subculture that
defies every stereotype. classrooms were never sufficient for jared cohen; he
wanted to learn about global affairs by witnessing them firsthand. during his
undergraduate years cohen travelled extensively to africa—often to wartorn
countries, putting himself at risk to see the world firsthand. while studying on a
rhodes scholarship at oxford, he took a crash course in arabic, read voraciously on
the history and culture of the middle east, and in 2004 he embarked on the first of
Readable/Downloadable
a series of incredible journeys to the middle east. in an effort to try to understand
the spread of radical islamist violence, he focused his research on muslim youth.
the result is children of jihad, a portrait of paradox that probes much deeper than
any journalist or pundit ever could. written with candor and featuring dozens of
eye-opening photographs, cohen’s account begins in lebanon, where he interviews
hezbollah members at, of all places, a mcdonald’s. in iran, he defies government
threats and sneaks into underground parties, where bootleg liquor, western music,
and the internet are all easy to access. his risky itinerary also takes him to a
palestinian refugee camp in southern lebanon, borderlands in syria, the insurgency
hotbed of mosul, and other frontline locales. at each turn, he observes a culture at
an uncanny crossroads: bedouin shepherds with satellite dishes to provide western
tv shows, young women wearing garish makeup despite religious mandates,
teenagers sending secret text messages and arranging illicit trysts. gripping and
daring, children of jihad shows us the future through the eyes of those who are
shaping it. ...more

CLASSIC SPY THRILLERS: THE QUIET AMERICAN/A MURDER OF
QUALITY
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O CANADA: AN AMERICAN'S NOTES ON CANADIAN CULTURE
this book is made up of studies of canadian writers and books, mostly
contemporary. it represents perhaps the first attempt on the part on an american
critic to deal at the same time with the literatures of both french and english
canada.
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THE SOUTH AMERICAN'S WIFE: LATIN LOVERS
waking up in a rio hospital bed, karen has no idea how she got there. and when
luiz andrade introduces himself as her husband, karen is shocked and
bewildered.though luiz claims she betrayed him, they rediscover their intense
mutual passion and karen is convinced she could never have been an unfaithful
wife. so what is the secret that luiz isn't telling her?
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SOUTHERN MUSIC/AMERICAN MUSIC
southern music/american music is the first book to investigate the facets of american music from the south and the many
popular forms that emerged from it. in this substantially revised and updated edition, bill c. malone and david stricklin
bring this classic work into the twenty-first century, including new material on recent phenomena such as the huge success
of the sou southern music/american music is the first book to investigate the facets of american music from the south and
Readable/Downloadable
the many popular forms that emerged from it. in this substantially revised and updated edition, bill c. malone and david
stricklin bring this classic work into the twenty-first century, including new material on recent phenomena such as the
huge success of the soundtrack to o brother, where art thou? and the renewed popularity of southern music, as well as
important new artists lucinda williams, alejandro escovedo, and the dixie chicks, among others. extensive bibliographic
notes and a new suggested listening guide complete this essential study. ...more
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THE HADJ: AN AMERICAN'S PILGRIMAGE TO MECCA
the hadj, or sacred journey, is the pilgrimage to the house of god at mecca that all
muslims are asked to make once in their lifetimes. one of the world’s longestlived religious rites, having continued without break for fourteen hundred years, it
is, like all things islamic, shrouded in mystery for westerners. in the hadj, michael
wolfe, an american who converted to islam the hadj, or sacred journey, is the
pilgrimage to the house of god at mecca that all muslims are asked to make once
in their lifetimes. one of the world’s longest-lived religious rites, having continued Readable/Downloadable
without break for fourteen hundred years, it is, like all things islamic, shrouded in
mystery for westerners. in the hadj, michael wolfe, an american who converted to
islam, recounts his own journey a pilgrim, and in doing so brings readers close to
the heart of what the pilgrimage means to a member of the religion that claims
one-sixth of the world’s population. not since sir richard burton’s account of the
pilgrimage to mecca over one hundred years ago has a western writer described
the hadj in such fascinating detail. ...more

ASSIMILATION IN AMERICAN LIFE: THE ROLE OF RACE,
RELIGION, &AMP; NATIONAL ORIGINS: THE ROLE OF RACE,
RELIGION, AND NATIONAL ORIGINS
assimilation in american life a sociological analysis of the theories of assimilation
in american society, noting the cultural and behavioral characteristics of religions,
racial and ethnic groups full description
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THE ADVENTURES OF OLIVER TWIST/PICTURES FROM
ITALY/AMERICAN NOTES
this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. this book may have
occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant
marks, etc. that were either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the
scanning process. we believe this work is culturally important, and despite the
imperfections, have elected to bring it back into pri this is a reproduction of a
Readable/Downloadable
book published before 1923. this book may have occasional imperfections such as
missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were either part of
the original artifact, or were introduced by the scanning process. we believe this
work is culturally important, and despite the imperfections, have elected to bring
it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of
printed works worldwide. we appreciate your understanding of the imperfections
in the preservation process, and hope you enjoy this valuable book. ...more

AMERICAN POETRY COLLECTIONS, INCLUDING: HOWL, LEAVES
OF GRASS, SPECTRA (BOOK), PATERSON (POEM), A LIGHT IN THE
ATTIC, BLINKING WITH FISTS, LECHEROUS LIMERICKS, NETS TO
CATCH THE WIND, DIVINE COMEDIES, HARMONIUM (POETRY
COLLECTION), IS 5, NO THANKS, ENDS
please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available
from wikipedia or other free sources online. hephaestus books represents a new
publishing paradigm, allowing disparate content sources to be curated into
cohesive, relevant, and informative books. to date, this content has been curated
from wikipedia articles and images under creative common please note that the
Readable/Downloadable
content of this book primarily consists of articles available from wikipedia or
other free sources online. hephaestus books represents a new publishing paradigm,
allowing disparate content sources to be curated into cohesive, relevant, and
informative books. to date, this content has been curated from wikipedia articles
and images under creative commons licensing, although as hephaestus books
continues to increase in scope and dimension, more licensed and public domain
content is being added. we believe books such as this represent a new and exciting
lexicon in the sharing of human knowledge. this particular book is a collaboration
focused on american poetry collections. ...more
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD GUIDE TO NORTH
AMERICAN WEATHER (NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD
GUIDES)
interest in our nation's weather patterns is rising -- as witnessed in the popularity
of the weather channel -- and this guide is the most popular reference to every
type of weather system, cloud formation, and atmospheric phenomenon common
to north america. the 378 dramatic photographs capture cloud types, precipitation,
storms, twisters, and optical phenomena such as the interest in our nation's
Readable/Downloadable
weather patterns is rising -- as witnessed in the popularity of the weather channel - and this guide is the most popular reference to every type of weather system,
cloud formation, and atmospheric phenomenon common to north america. the 378
dramatic photographs capture cloud types, precipitation, storms, twisters, and
optical phenomena such as the northern lights. essays with accompanying maps
and illustrations discuss the earth's atmosphere, weather systems, cloud formation,
and development of tornadoes and many other weather events. ...more

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD GUIDE TO NORTH
AMERICAN FOSSILS (NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD
GUIDES)
this, the first all-photographic field guide to cover fossils found throughout north
america north of mexico, includes nearly 500 full-color photographs identifying
corals, trilobites, shells, teeth, bones, as well as fossil-bearing rocks and outcrop
formations. the descriptive text includes information on size, geological period,
geographical distribution, and ecology of this, the first all-photographic field
guide to cover fossils found throughout north america north of mexico, includes
nearly 500 full-color photographs identifying corals, trilobites, shells, teeth,
bones, as well as fossil-bearing rocks and outcrop formations. the descriptive text
includes information on size, geological period, geographical distribution, and
ecology of the animal or plant before it was fossilized. in addition, the book
provides lists of geological survey offices and major fossil collections, a
geological time chart, and a guide to collecting and preserving fossils. ...more
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD GUIDE TO NORTH
AMERICAN SEASHELLS (NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD
GUIDES)
the essential book for beach-combers and divers, this guide explores more than
Readable/Downloadable
705 seashells, living mollusks, abalone, periwinkles, conchs, limpets, oysters,
clams, mussels, and cockles found on the atlantic, pacific, and gulf coasts of north
america and the west indies. the photographs are arranged by shape and color,
making identification quick and easy.

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD GUIDE TO NORTH
AMERICAN BUTTERFLIES (NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD
GUIDES)
butterflies are among the natural world's most colorful and intriguing creatures, so
what could be more useful than a handy field guide with more than 1,000
photographs of all the butterflies of north america north of mexico, including all
true butterflies, the most common skippers, and many migrants and strays. the
color plates are visually arranged by shape and color, an butterflies are among the
natural world's most colorful and intriguing creatures, so what could be more
Readable/Downloadable
useful than a handy field guide with more than 1,000 photographs of all the
butterflies of north america north of mexico, including all true butterflies, the
most common skippers, and many migrants and strays. the color plates are
visually arranged by shape and color, and thumb-tab silhouettes provide a
convenient index to identification of butterflies in the field. the species account
for each butterfly provides measurements, descriptions of each stage of the life
cycle, and information on coloring or distinguishing markings, flight period,
habitat, and range. ...more
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD GUIDE TO NORTH
AMERICAN MAMMALS: (NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD
GUIDES)
from a stop-action photograph of the amazing flying squirrel to big horn sheep
perched on a rock face, this guide puts the world of mammals in your hands.
illustrated with more than 300 full-color photographs, each species account
includes information on physical characteristics, size, similar species, breeding,
tracks and other signs, habitat, and range, as well as commen from a stop-action
photograph of the amazing flying squirrel to big horn sheep perched on a rock
face, this guide puts the world of mammals in your hands. illustrated with more
than 300 full-color photographs, each species account includes information on
physical characteristics, size, similar species, breeding, tracks and other signs,
habitat, and range, as well as commentary on feeding, nesting, and other
behaviors. easy-to-read range maps, detailed anatomical illustrations of different
mammals, track illustrations, and a state-by-state location guide make this the
decisive authority on north american mammals. ...more
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD GUIDE TO NORTH
AMERICAN INSECTS AND SPIDERS (NATIONAL AUDUBON
SOCIETY FIELD GUIDES)
spiders, bugs, moths, butterflies, beetles, bees, flies, dragonflies, grasshoppers,
and many other insects are detailed in more than 700 full-color photographs
visually arranged by shape and color. descriptive text includes measurements,
diagnostic details, and information on habitat, range, feeding habits, sounds or
songs, flight period, web construction, life cycle, beha spiders, bugs, moths,
butterflies, beetles, bees, flies, dragonflies, grasshoppers, and many other insects
are detailed in more than 700 full-color photographs visually arranged by shape
and color. descriptive text includes measurements, diagnostic details, and
information on habitat, range, feeding habits, sounds or songs, flight period, web
construction, life cycle, behaviors, folklore, and environmental impact. an
illustrated key to the insect orders and detailed drawings of the parts of insects,
spiders, and butterflies supplement this extensive coverage. ...more
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD GUIDE TO NORTH
AMERICAN REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS (NATIONAL AUDUBON
SOCIETY FIELD GUIDES)
why are some frogs able to freeze solid and still survive? how can secretions from
amphibians offer scientists clues for treating human ailments? what allows
reptiles and amphibians to regenerate their limbs? reptiles & amphibians, an
exciting new explore your world handbook, incorporates the discovery channel's
unique authoritative approach and acclaimed visuals to an why are some frogs
able to freeze solid and still survive? how can secretions from amphibians offer
scientists clues for treating human ailments? what allows reptiles and amphibians
to regenerate their limbs? reptiles & amphibians, an exciting new explore your
world™ handbook, incorporates the discovery channel's unique authoritative
Readable/Downloadable
approach and acclaimed visuals to answer these and other questions in a
captivating blend of information and entertainment. reptiles & amphibians
features: ¸ background information on evolution, anatomy, physiology, habitats,
and life cycles of a range of reptile and amphibian families. ¸ a detailed look at
how reptiles and amphibians survive-how they eat, move around, defend
themselves, and combat temperature extremes. ¸ examinations of metamorphosis,
growth and longevity, and vocalization techniques. ¸ practical advice on how to
responsibly study reptiles and amphibians in the wild or care for them as pets. ¸ an
identification guide to more than 160 of the most fascinating herpetological
species from around the world, organized by environment. ¸ more than 300 fullcolor photos and illustrations. ...more

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD GUIDE TO NORTH AMERICAN ROCKS AND MINERALS (NATIONAL
AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD GUIDES)
perfect for mountain climbers and hikers, this valuable reference covers more rocks and minerals in north america than any other
available guide. 794 full-color photographs depict all the important rocks, gems, and minerals -- in many variations of color and
crystal form -- and the natural environments in which they occur; written descriptions provide information on field perfect for
Readable/Downloadable
mountain climbers and hikers, this valuable reference covers more rocks and minerals in north america than any other available guide.
794 full-color photographs depict all the important rocks, gems, and minerals -- in many variations of color and crystal form -- and
the natural environments in which they occur; written descriptions provide information on field marks, similar rocks and minerals,
environment, areas of occurrence, and derivation of names. includes a guide to mineral collecting and a list of rock-forming minerals
...more
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD GUIDE TO NORTH
AMERICAN WILDFLOWERS: EASTERN REGION (NATIONAL
AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD GUIDES)
the bestselling national audubon society field guides to north american
wildflowers have been brought to a new level of beauty, accuracy, and usefulness.
more than 700 new full-color photos, showing every species both in close-up and
in its natural setting, highlight these updated guides. new introductions provide
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clearer and more complete explanations of how to identify e the bestselling
national audubon society field guides to north american wildflowers have been
brought to a new level of beauty, accuracy, and usefulness. more than 700 new
full-color photos, showing every species both in close-up and in its natural setting,
highlight these updated guides. new introductions provide clearer and more
complete explanations of how to identify each species. ...more
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